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Abstract
In this paper we present a method to capture video-wide
temporal information for action recognition. We postulate
that a function capable of ordering the frames of a video
temporally (based on the appearance) captures well the
evolution of the appearance within the video. We learn such
ranking functions per video via a ranking machine and use
the parameters of these as a new video representation. The
proposed method is easy to interpret and implement, fast to
compute and effective in recognizing a wide variety of ac-
tions.
We perform a large number of evaluations on datasets
for generic action recognition (Hollywood2 and HMDB51),
fine-grained actions (MPII- cooking activities) and gestures
(Chalearn). Results show that the proposed method brings
an absolute improvement of 7-10%, while being compati-
ble with and complementary to further improvements in ap-
pearance and local motion based methods.
1. Introduction
Most of the progress in the field of action recognition
over the last decade has been related to i) the development
of local spatio-temporal descriptors (going from spatio-
temporal interest points [13], over dense sampling [14] to
dense trajectories [37], and from gradient-based descriptors
to motion-based [7] and motion-compensated ones), or ii)
the adoption of powerful encoding schemes with an already
proven track record in object recognition (e.g. Fisher Vec-
tors [38]).
Modeling the video-wide temporal evolution of appear-
ance in videos remains a challenging task, due to the large
variability and complexity of video data. Actions are per-
formed at largely varying speeds. Also the speed of the
action often varies non-linearly within a single video. As a
result, simple but robust techniques such as temporal pyra-
mids (similar to the popular spatial pyramids [15] in object
recognition) are insufficient. While several methods have
been proposed to model the video-wide temporal evolution
Figure 1: Illustration of how VideoDarwin works. In this
video, as Emma moved out from the house, the appearance
of the frames evolves with time. A ranking machine learns
this evolution of the appearance over time and returns a
ranking function. We use the parameters of this ranking
function as a new video representation which captures vital
information about the action.
in actions (e.g. using HMM [39, 40], CRF-based methods
[31] or deep networks [34]), the impact of these on action
recognition performance so far has been somewhat disap-
pointing. Nevertheless, it is clear that many actions have a
characteristic temporal ordering - see e.g. the “moving out
of the house” action in Figure 1. Intuitively, one would ex-
pect that a video representation that encodes this temporal
ordering should help to better distinguish between different
actions. In summary, obtaining a good video-wide repre-
sentation remains a challenge.
In this paper, we approach a new video representation
that captures this video-wide temporal evolution. We start
from the observation that, even if the execution time of ac-
tions varies greatly, the temporal ordering is typically pre-
served. We propose to capture the temporal ordering of a
particular video by training a linear ranking machine on the
frames of that video. More precisely, given all the frames
of the video, we learn how to arrange them in chronological
order, based on the content of the frames. The parameters of
the linear ranking functions encode the video-wide tempo-
1
ral evolution of appearance of videos in a principled way. To
learn such ranking machines, we use the supervised learn-
ing to rank framework [17]. Ranking machines trained on
different videos of the same action can be expected to have
similar ranking functions. Therefore, we propose to use the
parameters of the ranking machine as a new video repre-
sentation for action recognition. Classifiers trained on this
new representation turn out to be remarkably good at distin-
guishing actions. Since the ranking machines act on frame
content (in our experiments local spatio-temporal descrip-
tors), they actually capture both the appearance and their
evolution over time. We call our method VideoDarwin .
Our key contribution is to use the parameters of the rank-
ing functions as a new video representation that captures the
video-wide temporal evolution of the video. Our new video
representation is based on a principled learning approach, it
is easy to implement and efficient. Last but not least, with
the new representation we obtain state-of-the art results in
action and gesture recognition.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in sec-
tion 2 we position our work w.r.t. existing work. Section 3
describes our method. This is followed by the evaluation of
our method in section 4. We conclude this paper in section
5.
2. Related work
Capturing temporal information of videos for action
recognition has been a well studied research domain. Sig-
nificant improvements have been witnessed in modeling lo-
cal motion patterns present in short frame sequences [13,
37, 38]. Jain et al. [8] proposed to first localize the ac-
tions in the video and exploit them for refining recogni-
tion. To avoid using hand-engineered features, deep learn-
ing methodologies [16, 34] have also been investigated. Dy-
namics in deep networks can be captured either by extend-
ing the connectivity of the network architecture in time [11]
or using stacked optical flow instead of frames as input for
the network [29]. Although the aforementioned methods
successfully capture the local changes within small time
windows, they were not designed to model the higher level
motion patterns and video-wide appearance/motion evolu-
tion associated with certain actions.
In modelling higher level motion patterns, machine
learning approaches like CRF, HMM and action grammars,
have been researched for action recognition [24, 27, 31, 33,
39]. In [39], a part-based approach is combined with large-
scale template features to obtain a discriminative model
based on max-margin hidden conditional random fields.
In [31], Song et al. rely on a series of complex heuristics
and define a feature function for the proposed CRF model.
In [33] Tang et al. propose a max-margin method for mod-
eling the temporal structure in a video. They use a HMM
model to capture the transitions of action appearances and
duration of actions.
Temporal ordering models have also been applied in the
context of complex activity recognition [6, 26, 32]. They
mainly focus on inferring composite activities from pre-
defined, semantically meaningful, basic-level action detec-
tors. In [32], a representation for events is presented that
encodes statistical information of the atomic action transi-
tion probabilities using a HMM model. Similar to the above
works, we exploit the temporal structure of videos but in
contrast, we rely on ranking functions to capture the evo-
lution of appearance or local motion. Using the learning
to rank paradigm, we learn a functional representation for
each video.
Due to the large variability of motion patterns in a video,
usually latent sequential models are not efficient. To cope
with this problem, representations in the form of temporal
pyramids [4, 14] or sequences of histograms of visual fea-
tures [3] are introduced. Different from them, we explicitly
model video-wide, video level dynamics using a principled
learning paradigm. Moreover, contrary to [3], our represen-
tation does not require manually annotated atomic action
units during training. Recently, a study of encoding objects
for actions and benefits of having objects in the video rep-
resentation for action classification is presented in [9].
Our work has some conceptual similarity to function rep-
resentations used in geometric modeling [20]. Since we use
parameters of a linear function as a new representation, our
work also has some similarity to the exemplar SVM con-
cept [18], but our objective is to learn a representation for
the relative ordering of a set of frames in a video. At the
same-time we do not need to rely on negative data to learn
the representation, as is the case for exemplar SVM.
3. VideoDarwin for action recognition
In this work the objective is to develop a video repre-
sentation that captures the Video-wide Temporal Evolution
(VTE) of videos. To achieve this, we consider a video as
a vector valued function and learn to order frames-based
appearance vectors or local-motion vectors. In section 3.1,
we introduce the core idea of VideoDarwin . Then in sec-
tion 3.2, we select a robust video vector valued function
to capture the evolution of video content. The pipeline of
VideoDarwin is illustrated in Figure 2.
3.1. Modeling Video-wide temporal evolution
We start from a video 𝑋 = [x1,x2, . . . ,xn] com-
posed of 𝑛 frames and frame at 𝑡 is represented by vector
xt ∈ ℝ𝐷. Based on the frame representations xt, we de-
fine a vector valued function 𝑉 over the time variable 𝑡,
𝑉 : 𝑡 → vt where vt ∈ ℝ𝐷. The output of the vector
valued function vt is obtained by processing all the frames
up to time 𝑡, denoted by x1:t. For example, the vector vt
can be obtained by applying the mean operation on all of
Figure 2: Processing steps of VideoDarwin for action recognition. First, we extract frames x1 . . .xn from each video. Then
we generate feature vt for frame 𝑡 by processing frames from x1 to xt as explained in section 3.2. Afterwards, using ranking
machines we learn the video representation u for each video. Finally, video specific u vectors are used as a representation
for action classification.
the frames x1:t. We discuss different ways to construct this
vector valued function in section 3.2.
Due to the large variability in speed at which actions
are performed, we propose to focus on relative orderings
(i.e. vt+1 succeeds vt which forms an ordering denoted
by vt+1 ≻ vt). This way we end up with order con-
straints vn ≻ . . . ≻ vt ≻ . . . ≻ v1. We then learn to
order (rank) the frames, for that particular video based on
vt (𝑡 = {1 . . . 𝑛}). The representation 𝑉 (𝑡) = vt is chosen
such that it is based on the frame-wise appearance or local
motion information and only indirectly relates to the time
variable 𝑡.
A natural way to model such order constraints is by the
learning to rank paradigm [17], also known as ranking ma-
chines. Pairwise linear ranking machines learn a linear
function characterized by the parameters u ∈ ℝ𝐷, namely
𝜓(v;u) = u𝑇 ⋅ v. The ranking score of vt is obtained by
𝜓(vt;u) = u
𝑇 ⋅ vt and results in the pairwise constraints
(vt+1 ≻ vt) being satisfied by a large margin, while avoid-
ing over-fitting. Namely, the learning to rank problem op-
timizes the parameters u of the function 𝜓(v;u), such that
∀𝑡𝑖, 𝑡𝑗 , vti ≻ vtj ⇐⇒ u𝑇 ⋅vti > u𝑇 ⋅vtj . Using the struc-
tural risk minimization and max-margin framework, the ob-
jective is then to optimize
arg min
u
1
2
∥u∥2 + 𝐶
∑
∀𝑖,𝑗vti≻vtj
𝜖𝑖𝑗 (1)
𝑠.𝑡. u𝑇 ⋅ (vti − vtj) ≥ 1− 𝜖𝑖𝑗
𝜖𝑖𝑗 ≥ 0.
The linear ranking function 𝜓 orders video data vt. As
such, it captures the evolution of the video. Intuitively, the
parameters u represent the information that frame repre-
sentation vt comes before the frame representation vt+1.
Consequently, it learns how the frames evolve with regard
to the appearance of the video. This appearance evolution
information is encoded in parameter u. In fact, the ranking
parameters u can be viewed as a principled, data-driven,
temporal pooling of the VTE.
Each video 𝑋𝑖 has a different evolution of appearances
over time and will therefore learn a different ranking func-
tion 𝜓𝑖 = 𝜓(⋅;ui). As the ranking function 𝜓𝑖 is video spe-
cific, we propose to use the parameters ui ∈ ℝ𝐷 of 𝜓𝑖 as a
new video representation to capture the specific appearance
evolution of the video. Thus we obtain a functional repre-
sentation, where the functional parameters ui of the ranking
function 𝜓𝑖 from eq. (1) serve as a representation that cap-
tures a vital part of the video-wide temporal information.
We refer to our method as VideoDarwin since it exploits the
evolution of appearance of a video.
Although the optimization objective is expressed on the
basis of RankSVM [10], any other linear learning to rank
method can be employed to learn VideoDarwin . So far
the video wide temporal evolution of appearance captured
by eq. (1) is linear. We incorporate non-linear families of
functions by non-linear feature maps [36] applied on each
vt of 𝑉 .
Generalization capacity. For action recognition we
make the basic assumption that similar actions in different
videos will have similar VTE. Namely, we assume there is
a theoretical probability density function 𝑝𝑉 𝑇𝐸 based on
which different instances of VTE are sampled for an action
type. Naturally, different videos of the same action will gen-
erate different ranking functions and each linear ranker will
have different parametric representation function 𝜓. There-
fore, a rightful, question is to what extent learning the 𝜓
per video generalizes well for different videos of the same
action.
As we cannot know the theoretical probability density
function 𝑝𝑉 𝑇𝐸 of VTE in real world videos, it is not pos-
sible to derive a strict bound on the generalization capacity
of the functional parameters 𝑢𝑖. However, the sensitivity
risk minimization framework gives us a hint of this gener-
alization capacity of ui when the input for the training is
slightly perturbed. More specifically, Bousquet et al. [1]
showed on a wide range of learning problems, e.g. SVM,
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Figure 3: Vector value representations for VideoDarwin .
For a random video, we see the signal for (a) the original in-
dependent frames, (b) moving average and (c) time varying
mean vectors. Each colour represents a dimension. In (d),
(e) and (f) y axis shows the predicted ranking score of each
frame obtained from signal (a), (b) and (c) respectively after
applying the ranking function (prediction ranking value at t
= u𝑇 ⋅ vt).
SVR and RankSVM, that the difference of the generaliza-
tion risk 𝑅 from the leave one out error 𝑅/𝑖 in the training
set is bounded by
∣𝑅−𝑅/𝑖∣ ≤ 𝐸𝑟[∣𝑙(𝐴𝑆 , 𝑟)− 𝑙(𝐴𝑆/𝑖 , 𝑟)∣] ≤ 𝛽, (2)
where 𝐴𝑆 is a ranking algorithm with uniform stability 𝛽
learned from the set of samples 𝑆. The expectation of the
loss over the distribution 𝑟 is denoted by 𝐸𝑟[𝑙] where 𝑙 is a
bounded loss function such that 0 ≤ 𝑙(𝐴𝑆 , 𝑟) ≤ 𝑀 ; (𝑀 is
a sufficiently small number).
Given a certain video, eq. (2) implies that a slight change
(ignoring a single frame representation from the video vec-
tor valued function) during training will learn a ranking
function 𝜓/𝑖 with an error no larger than 𝛽 compared to the
𝜓 learned when all frames are available. Although eq. (2)
does not give a strict answer for what happens when the
training input changes significantly from video to video, it
hints that since the VTE of similar actions should be similar,
this should also be the case for the learned ranking functions
of VideoDarwin denoted by u. This generalization capac-
ity of VideoDarwin is furthermore supported by our experi-
mental validation.
3.2. Vector valued functions for VideoDarwin
In this section we seek a good representation for the
vector valued function, 𝑉 (𝑡) = vt. We discuss three
methods to construct vector valued function 𝑉 (𝑡) from
frame data xt.
Independent Frame Representation. The most straight-
forward representation for capturing the evolution of the
appearance of a video is to use independent frames as the
output of the vector valued function 𝑉 (𝑡) = xt∥xt∥ . This
approach might have two disadvantages. First, the original
signal can be quite noisy (see Figure 3 (a)) and this would
lead the ranking machines to learn undesirable noise. At the
same time this strategy might generate ranking functions
with high ranking errors during the training time. Secondly,
independent frame representations result in a weak connec-
tion between vt and 𝑡. Given this weak correlation between
the vt and time 𝑡, (see Figure. 3 (a) ) the ranking function
may not learn the appearance evolution over time properly.
As a result, plotting the predicted score 𝑠𝑡 = ui𝑇 ⋅ vt for
each of the frames in the video is not as smooth as one
would desire (see Figure 3 (d)).
Moving Average (MA). Inspired by the time series analysis
literature, we consider the moving average with a window
size 𝑇 as video representation at time 𝑡. In other words we
consider locally smoothed signals.
For MA, we observe two facts; first, the output signal
is much smoother (see Figure 3(b)) and secondly vt
depends locally, namely on the frames [𝑡, 𝑡 + 𝑇 ]. Unlike
the independent frames representation, the moving average
model forges a connection between vt and 𝑡. Plotting
these two variables for a window T=50 in Figure 3(b), we
observe a smoother relation between the dimensions of vt
and the frame number (time variable). This is reflected
in the global temporal information captured as well as in
the predicted score 𝑠𝑡, (see Figure 3(e)). Although the
moving average representation allows for capturing the
appearance evolution of a video better, we still witness
a general instability of the signals. Furthermore, the
moving average representation introduces undesirable
artifacts. First, a window size 𝑇 must be chosen, which
is not always straightforward as actions often take place
in different tempos. Second, due to the dependency on
the [𝑡, 𝑡 + 𝑇 ] frames, naturally the last frames of a video
are ignored. This is problematic, especially for videos of
shorter duration.
Time Varying Mean Vectors. To deal with the limitations of
the independent frames representation and the moving aver-
age, we propose to use the time varying mean vectors. Let
us denote the mean at time 𝑡 as mt = 1𝑡 ×
∑𝑡
𝜏=1 x𝜏 . Then,
vt captures only the direction of the unit mean appearance
vector at time 𝑡, i.e. (vt = mt∣∣mt∣∣ ). Thus the ranking func-
tion 𝜓 learns the evolution of the normalized mean appear-
ance at time 𝑡. We plot the relationship between vt and
𝑡 in Figure 3(c) and the prediction score 𝑠𝑡 in Figure 3(f).
We observe that, as desired, the output is smooth, almost
resembling a monotonically increasing function. Different
from the independent frames representation, the time vary-
ing mean vectors introduce a better dependency between the
input 𝑣𝑡 and the target 𝑡.
By construction time varying mean vectors capture only
the temporal information from the forward flow of the
video with respect to the time (as the video progresses
from the past to the future frames). However, there is no
reason why the mean vectors should not be considered
also in the reverse order, starting from the future frames
and traversing backwards to the past frames of a video.
To this end we generate the exact same objective, as in
eq. 1, playing the video in reverse order, however. We shall
refer to appearance evolution captured by forward flow as
Forward VideoDarwin whereas reverse flow as Reverse
VideoDarwin .
Video Classification with SVM. In order to capture VTE,
we optimize for 𝜓𝑖 by applying eq. (1) once for each
video 𝑋𝑖 separately. The vector ui then represents a video
specific evolution of appearance information for video
𝑋𝑖, see Figure 2 last column. Next, to classify videos
into classes, we use a standard supervised classification
method on our dataset of VTE representations denoted by
𝐷𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛 = {ui, 𝑦𝑖}, 𝑖 = 1, . . . , 𝑁 where 𝑁 is the number
of videos in our training set, 𝑦𝑖 is the class label of the
𝑖𝑡ℎ video. We use non-linear SVM classifiers such as
Chi-square feature maps [35] applied on feature vectors
ui ∈ ℝ𝐷.
Finally, we summarize some of the advantages of Video-
Darwin . No supervised information is needed as video or-
der constraints can be obtained directly from the sequence
of video frames. It captures the evolution of appearance of
a video using a principled and well founded max-margin
learning strategy. Learning to rank framework does not
need any explicit negative data. As a result, VideoDarwin
does not need any negative data during the representation
learning stage. Since our method encapsulates the changes
that happen in a video, it captures useful discriminative in-
formation for action recognition. It can be considered as a
pooling strategy which we call the rank pooling.
4. Experiments
Now we present a detailed experimental evaluation of
VideoDarwin .
Datasets. As the proposed methodology is not specific to
an action type or class of actions, we present experiments
in a broad range of datasets. We follow exactly the same
experimental settings per dataset, using the same training
and test splits and the same features as reported by the state-
of-the-art methods.
HMDB51 dataset [12]. This is a generic action classifi-
cation dataset composed of roughly 7,000 clips divided into
51 action classes. Videos and actions of this dataset are sub-
ject to different camera motions, viewpoints, video quality
and occlusions. As done in the literature we use a one-vs-
all classification strategy and report the mean classification
accuracy over three standard splits provided by the authors
in [12].
Hollywood2 dataset [14] This dataset has been collected
from 69 different Hollywood movies that include 12 action
classes. It contains 1,707 videos in total where 823 videos
are used for training and 884 are used for testing. Train-
ing and test videos are selected from different movies. The
performance is measured by mean average precision (mAP)
over all classes, as in [14].
MPII cooking activities dataset for fine-grained action clas-
sification [25]. This dataset was created to evaluate fine-
grained action classification. It is composed of 65 differ-
ent actions that take place continuously within 8 hours of
recordings. As the kitchen remains the same throughout the
recordings, the classification focuses mainly on the content
of the actions and cannot benefit from potentially discrim-
inative background information (e.g. driving a car always
takes place inside a car). We compute per class average
precision using the same procedure as in [25] and report
the final mAP.
ChaLearn Gesture Recognition dataset [2]. This dataset
contains 23 hours of Kinect data of 27 persons performing
20 Italian gestures. The data includes RGB, depth, fore-
ground segmentation and Kinect skeletons. The data is split
into train, validation and test sets, with in total 955 videos
each lasting 1 to 2 minutes and containing 8 to 20 non-
continuous gestures. As done in the literature, we report
precision, recall and F1-score measures on the validation
set.
VideoDarwin and baselines. In Sec. 4.1 and 4.2 we com-
pare different variants of VideoDarwin . As a first base-
line we use the state-of-the-art trajectory features (i.e. im-
proved trajectories and dense trajectories) and pipelines as
in [38, 37]. As this trajectory based baseline mainly con-
siders local temporal information we refer to this base-
line as local. We also compare with temporal pyramids
(TP), by first splitting the video into two equal size sub-
videos, then computing a representation for each of them
like spatial pyramids [15]. For these baselines, at frame
level we apply non-linear feature maps (i.e. power normal-
ization for Fisher vectors and chi-squared kernel maps for
bag-of-words based methods). We also compare different
versions of VideoDarwin , we denote Forward VideoDarwin
by FDVD, Reverse & Forward VideoDarwin by RFDVD,
non-linear forward VideoDarwin by NL-FDVD and non-
linear reverse & forward VideoDarwin by NL-RFDVD.
Implementation details. In principle there is no constraint
on the type of linear ranking machines we employ for learn-
ing VideoDarwin . We have experimented with state-of-the-
art ranking implementation RankSVM [10] and SVR [30].
Both these methods can be used to solve learning to rank
problems formulated in equation 1. We observe that both
methods capture evolution of the video appearances equally
well. As for SVR the learning convergence is notably faster,
we will use the SVR solver of Lib-linear in this paper (C =
1).
For HMDB51 and Hollywood2 datasets we use state-of-
the art improved trajectory features [38] with Fisher encod-
ing [22]. As done in the literature, we extract HOG, HOF,
MBH, and trajectory (TRJ) features from the videos. We
create GMMs of size 256 after applying PCA with a dimen-
sionality reduction of factor 0.5 on each descriptor. As done
in [38], we also apply the square-root trick on all descrip-
tors except for TRJ.
In order to compute non-linear VideoDarwin , we ap-
ply power normalization followed by a L2-normalization on
individual Fisher vectors extracted from each video frame.
For linear VideoDarwin , we just use Fisher vectors without
any power normalization.
For MPII cooking dataset we use the features provided
by the authors [25], that is bag-of-words histograms of
size 4000 extracted from dense trajectory features [37]
(HOG, HOF, MBH and TRJ). As we use bag-of-words for
this dataset, in order to compute non-linear VideoDarwin ,
we apply 𝜒2-kernel maps on individual bag-of-words his-
tograms after the construction of the vector valued function
as explained in section 3.2.
For the ChaLearn Gesture Recognition dataset we start
from the body joints estimated using the method from [28].
For each frame we calculate the relative location of each
body joint w.r.t. the torso joint. Then, we scale these rela-
tive locations in the range [0,1]. We use a dictionary of 100
words to quantize these skeleton features. Similar to MPII
cooking dataset, in order to compute non-linear VideoDar-
win and for all baselines we use chi-squared kernel maps.
We train non-linear SVM classifiers with feature kernel
maps for the final classification. Whenever we use bag-of-
words representation we compute 𝜒2-kernel maps over the
final video representation and then L2 normalize them. We
use this strategy for both baselines and VideoDarwin . Sim-
ilarly, when Fisher vectors are used, we apply power nor-
malization and L2 normalization for the final video repre-
sentation. The C parameter of SVM is cross-validated over
the training set using two-fold cross-validation to optimize
the final evaluation criteria (mAP, classification accuracy or
F-score). When features are fused (combined) we use the
average kernel strategy.
Execution time. VideoDarwin takes about 0.9 ± 0.1 sec
per video on the Hollywood2 excluding the Fisher vector
computation. The proposed algorithm is linear on the length
of the video.
HOG HOF MBH TRJ. Comb. Comb.
+local
Independent frames 41.6 52.1 54.4 43.0 57.4 64.1
Moving average (T=20) 42.2 54.6 56.6 44.4 59.5 64.6
Moving average (T=50) 42.2 55.9 58.1 46.0 60.8 65.0
Time varying mean vectors 45.3 59.8 60.5 49.8 63.6 66.7
Table 1: Comparison of different video representations for
VideoDarwin . Results reported in mAP on the Holywood2
dataset using FDVD with Fisher vectors. As also motivated
in Sec. 3.2, the time varying mean vector representation
captures better the video-wide temporal information present
in a video.
4.1. Evaluating representations for VideoDarwin
We first evaluate the three options presented in sec-
tion 3.2 for the vector valued function, i.e. independent
frame, moving average and time varying mean vector repre-
sentations. We perform the experiments with Fisher vectors
on the Hollywood2 dataset and summarize the results in Ta-
ble 1. Similar trends were observed with dense trajectory
features, bag-of-words and other datasets.
From the comparisons, we make several observations
that validate our analysis. First, applying ranking functions
directly on the Fisher vectors from the frame data captures
only a moderate amount of the temporal information. Sec-
ond, moving average applied with ranking seems to capture
video-wide temporal information better than applying rank-
ing functions directly on the frame data. However, the time
varying mean vector consistently outperforms the other two
representations by a considerable margin and for all fea-
tures. We believe this is due to two reasons. First, mov-
ing average and time varying mean vector methods smooth
the original signal. This reduces the noise in the signal.
Therefore, it allows the ranking function to learn meaning-
ful VTE. Secondly, the appearance information of the time
varying mean vectors is more correlated with the time vari-
able. The ranking function exploits this correlation to learn
the evolution of the appearance over time in the video sig-
nal.
We conclude that time varying mean vectors are bet-
ter for capturing the video-wide evolution of appearance of
videos when applied with VideoDarwin . In the rest of the
experiments we use the time varying mean vectors.
4.2. Action classification
Next, we present a detailed analysis of the action clas-
sification results in HMDB51, Hollywood2, MPII Cooking
and ChaLearn Gesture recognition datasets (see Table 2, 3,
4 and 5 respectively).
VideoDarwin obtains better results in comparison to lo-
cal temporal methods. Accurately modeling the evolution
of appearance and motion, allows to capture more relevant
Figure 4: Per class AP in the Hollywood2 dataset. The AP
is improved for all classes significantly, with an exception
of “Drive car”, where context already provides useful infor-
mation.
HOG HOF MBH TRJ Combined
Local 39.2 48.7 50.8 36.0 55.2
TP 40.7 52.2 53.5 37.0 57.2
FDVD 39.2 52.7 53.0 37.0 57.9
RFDVD 41.6 53.3 54.6 39.1 59.1
NL-FDVD 44.2 54.7 55.2 37.7 61.0
NL-RFDVD 46.6 55.7 56.7 39.5 61.6
Local + FDVD 42.4 53.7 54.3 39.7 59.3
Local + RFDVD 42.7 53.9 54.9 40.0 59.4
Local + NL-FDVD 45.6 56.2 56.2 41.0 61.3
Local + NL-RFDVD 47.0 56.6 57.1 41.3 61.8
Table 2: One-vs-all accuracy on HMDB51 dataset [12]
information for a particular action. In fact, the results verify
our expectation, that what makes an action most discrimina-
tive from other actions is mostly the video-wide evolution of
appearance and motion information of that action. The for-
ward and reverse VideoDarwin reports consistent improve-
ment over forward only VideoDarwin , further improved
when non-linear VideoDarwin is employed. It is interest-
ing to see that this trend can be observed in all four datasets
too. Overall, local methods with VideoDarwin bring a sub-
stantial absolute increase over local methods (+6.6% for
HMDB51, +7.1% for Holywood2, +8.6% for MPII Cook-
ing, +9.3% for ChaLearn).
Analysis of action classification results. Looking at the
individual results in the Hollywood2 dataset, see Fig. 4, we
observe that almost all actions benefit the same, about a
7% average increase. Some notable exceptions are “answer
phone”, which improves by 14% and “handshake”, which
improves by 17%. For “drive car” there is no improvement.
The most probable cause is that the car context already pro-
vides enough evidence for the classification of the action,
also reflected in the high classification accuracy of the par-
ticular action. Our method improves over periodic actions
such as “run, handshake” as well as non-periodic actions
such as “get-out-of-car”.
To gain further insight we, furthermore, investigate the
mean similarity computed over classes on MPII cooking
dataset with BOW-based MBH features in Figure 5. We
HOG HOF MBH TRJ Combined
Local 47.8 59.2 61.5 51.2 62.9
TP 52.0 61.1 63.6 52.1 64.8
FDVD 45.3 59.8 60.5 49.8 63.6
RFDVD 50.5 63.6 65.5 55.1 67.9
NL-FDVD 52.8 60.8 62.9 50.2 65.6
NL-RFDVD 56.7 64.7 66.9 54.5 69.6
Local + FDVD 50.2 62.0 64.4 53.6 66.7
Local + RFDVD 52.7 64.3 66.2 55.9 68.7
Local + NL-FDVD 54.7 62.9 64.9 54.4 67.6
Local + NL-RFDVD 57.4 65.2 67.3 56.1 70.0
Table 3: Results in mAP on Hollywood2 dataset [19]
HOG HOF MBH TRJ Combined
Local 49.4 52.9 57.5 50.2 63.4
TP 55.2 56.5 61.6 54.6 64.8
FDVD 50.7 53.5 58.0 48.8 62.4
RFDVD 53.1 55.2 61.4 51.9 63.5
NL-FDVD 52.8 60.8 62.9 50.2 65.6
NL-RFDVD 50.6 53.8 56.5 50.0 62.7
Local + FDVD 61.4 65.6 69.0 62.7 71.5
Local + RFDVD 63.7 65.9 69.9 63.0 71.7
Local + NL-FDVD 63.5 65.0 68.6 61.0 71.8
Local + NL-RFDVD 64.6 65.7 68.9 61.2 72.0
Table 4: Results in mAP on MPII Cooking fine grained ac-
tion dataset [25].
Precision Recall F-score
Local 65.9 66.0 65.9
TP 67.7 67.7 67.7
FDVD 60.6 60.4 60.5
RFDVD 65.5 65.1 65.3
NL-FDVD 69.5 69.4 69.4
NL-RFDVD 74.0 73.8 73.9
Local + FDVD 71.4 71.5 71.4
Local + RFDVD 73.9 73.8 73.8
Local + NL-FDVD 71.8 71.9 71.8
Local + NL-RFDVD 75.3 75.1 75.2
Table 5: Detailed analysis of precision and recall on the
ChaLearn gesture recognition dataset [2]
Figure 5: Mean class similarity obtained with (left) max-
pooling and (right) VideoDarwin on MPII Cooking activi-
ties dataset using BOW-based MBH features extracted on
dense trajectories. Non-linear forward VideoDarwin are
used for our method.
construct the dot product kernel matrix using all the sam-
ples and then compute the mean similarity between classes,
see Figure 5. The VideoDarwin kernel matrix (Figure 5
(right)) appears to be more discriminative than the one with
max-pooled features (Figure 5 (left)). The action “smell”
Figure 6: Comparison of action recognition performance
after removing some frames from each video randomly on
Hollywood2. VideoDarwin appears to be stable even when
up to 20% of the frames are missing.
(#41) seems very difficult to discriminate either using max-
pooling or VideoDarwin method. Actions “sneeze” (#44)
and “stamp” (#45) seem to be very similar in-terms of ap-
pearances, however with VideoDarwin we can discrimi-
nated them better. Actions like “take & put in cupboard”
(#47), “take & put in drawer”(#48), “take & put in fridge”
(#49) and “take & put in oven” (#50) seem to be the most
confused ones for VideoDarwin . These actions differ in the
final instrument, but not in the dynamics of the action.
Stability analysis. We analyze the stability of VideoDarwin
compared to average pooling and temporal pyramids. For
this experiment we use Hollywood2 dataset and MBH fea-
tures with Fisher vectors. We gradually remove 5%, 10%,
. . . 25% of random frames from each video and then mea-
sure the change in mean average precision.
We present in Figure 6 the relative change in mAP af-
ter removing of frames. Typically, we would expect the
mAP to decrease . Interestingly, with VideoDarwin remov-
ing up-to 20% of the frames from the video does not change
the results significantly; in-fact we observe a slight relative
improvement. This is a clear indication of the stability of
VideoDarwin and an advantage of learning based temporal
pooling. As expected, the mAP decreases for both average
pooling method and the temporal pyramids method as the
number of frames that are removed from videos increases.
For average pooling mAP seems to drop almost in an ex-
ponential manner. However, it should be noted that 25% of
the video frames is a significant amount of data. We believe
the results outline the stability of VideoDarwin .
State-of-the-art and discussion. Last, we compare the
nonlinear forward and reverse VideoDarwin combined with
the local temporal information with the latest state-of-the-
art in action recognition. We summarize the results in Ta-
ble 6 and Table 7. Note that for Hollywood2 and HMDB51,
we use the data augmentation by mirroring the videos as
in [5].
By the comparisons of Tables 6 and 7, as well as from
the results in the previous experiments, we draw several
HMDB51 Hollywood2 Cooking
VideoDarwin 63.7 73.7 72.0
Hoai et al. [5] 60.8 73.6 –
Peng et al. [21] 66.8 – –
Wu et al. [42] 56.4 – –
Jain et al. [7] 52.1 62.5 –
Wang et al. [38] 57.2 64.3 –
Wang et al. [37] 46.6 58.2 –
Taylor et al. [34] – 46.6 –
Zhou et al. [44] – – 70.5
Rohrbach et al. [25] – – 59.2
Table 6: Comparison of the proposed approach with the
state-of-the-art methods sorted by reverse chronological or-
der. Results reported in mAP for Hollywood2 and Cooking
datasets. For HMDB51 we report one-vs-all classification
accuracy.
Precision Recall F-score
VideoDarwin 75.3 75.1 75.2
Pfister et al. [23] 61.2 62.3 61.7
Yao et al. [43] – – 56.0
Wu et al. [41] 59.9 59.3 59.6
Table 7: Comparison of the proposed approach with the
state-of-the-art methods on ChaLearn gesture recognition
dataset sorted by reverse chronological order.
conclusions. First, VideoDarwin is useful to encode video-
wide, temporal information. Also, VideoDarwin is com-
plementary to action recognition methods that compute lo-
cal temporal features, such as improved trajectory-based
features [38]. In fact, fusing VideoDarwin with the pre-
vious state-of-the-art in local motion and appearance, we
improve up to 10%. VideoDarwin is only outperformed on
HMDB51 by [21], who combine their second layer Fisher
vector features with normal Fisher vectors to arrive at 205K
dimensional vectors and a 66.8% accuracy. When using
Fisher vectors like VideoDarwin does, Peng et al. [21] ob-
tain 56.2%, which is 10% lower than what we obtain with
VideoDarwin .
5. Conclusion
We introduce VideoDarwin , a method that models the
evolution of appearance and motion information in a video.
VideoDarwin is an unsupervised, learning based temporal
pooling method, which aggregates the relevant information
throughout a video via a learning to rank methodology. The
generalization properties, as well as the regularized learn-
ing, of the learning to rank algorithms allow us to capture
the global temporal information of a video while minimiz-
ing the empirical risk. As a result we arrive at a robust video
representation suitable for action recognition. Based on ex-
tensive experimental evaluations on different datasets and
features we conclude that, our method is applicable to any
frame-based representations for capturing the global tempo-
ral information of a video.
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